Santa's Sleigh

You Need:

- 2 1/2 graham crackers
- 2 candy canes
- cutting board
- 1 pastry bag with royal icing
- knife
- candy decorations

1. Gently cut crackers as illustrated in Step #1.
Using bag of frosting, put a line along each edge of base cracker as illustrated in Step #2.

Carefully attach the side 1 and side 2 to the base cracker on line of frosting as illustrated in Step #3. Let set for 5 - 10 minutes.

Carefully, attach the front and back to base cracker as illustrated in Step #4. Let set for 5 - 10 minutes.
4. Using bag of frosting, pipe a line of frosting on both candy canes on straight part only. Place under sleigh as illustrated in Step #5. Let set for 5 - 10 minutes.

6. Decorate as desired with assorted candies.

7. Fill with chocolate covered pretzels.
SANTA'S SLEIGH

You Need:

2 - 1/2 graham crackers
2 candy canes
1 pastry bag with royal icing
cutting board
knife
assorted candies for decoration

1. Gently cut crackers as illustrated in Step #1.

2. Using bag of frosting, put a line along each edge of base cracker as illustrated in Step #2.

3. Carefully attach the side 1 and side 2 to the base cracker on line of frosting as illustrated in Step #3. Let set for 5 - 10 minutes.

4. Carefully, attach the front and back to base cracker as illustrated in Step #4. Let set for 5 - 10 minutes.

5. Using bag of frosting, pipe a line of frosting on both candy canes on straight part only. Place under sleigh as illustrated in Step #5. Let set for 5 - 10 minutes.

6. Decorate as desired with assorted candies.

7. Fill with chocolate covered pretzels.